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ABSTRACT
Local modes and local particles are defined at any point in curved space time as those
that most resemble Minkowsky modes at that point. It is shown that the renormalised
stress tensor is the difference of energy between the physical vacuum and that defined
by these local modes.
1. Introduction
Some difficulties have arisen in giving a precise meaning to the notion of particles
in curved space time123 (for a review on the subject of quantum fields in curved
space-time see 4). These are due to the curvature of space, which creates particles
and thus generates an uncertainty in their number.
In this article (which generalises some previous ideas of ours5 ) we try to clarify
this issue. We proceed via the construction at an arbitrary point in space time P
of a set of local modes chosen so as to most closely resemble the Minkowskian ones.
These modes then describe the local particles. The justification of our procedure
stems from the fact that the value of the renormalised energy momentum tensor at
P is the energy momentum of the local particles at P (up to an anomalous term
depending only on the geometry at P).
Since the local modes are those which an inertial observer at P would most
naturally choose as a basis for quantisation, it appears that the gravitational field
strongly resembles inertial particle detectors, being insensitive to the infinite energy
density in the local vacuum and responding only to the excitations thereof.
The number of particles present at the space time point P under consideration is
given a precise meaning by introducing the (local) Bogoljubov coefficients between
the local modes and the physical modes. In this way, contact is made with the usual
manner of exhibiting particle creation through the Bogoljubov coefficients between
asymptotic modes (as in Hawking’s original derivation of black hole radiance1), since
in flat regions of space time the local modes and the asymptotic modes coincide.
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2. Two Different Vacuum States
As a preparatory exercise we first recall how two different quantisations of a scalar
field are related by Bogoljubov coefficients. Let φ be a real scalar field obeying the
equation
φ+m2φ+ ξRφ = 0 (1)
and let fk(x) and gl(x) be two complete orthonormalised sets of solutions of (1).
The operator φ may then be decomposed either as
φ =
∑
k
akfk + a
+
k f
∗
k (2)
or as
φ =
∑
l
blgl + b
+
l g
∗
l (3)
The corresponding vacuum states |Of > and |Og > are annihilated by the ak and
bl respectively. The Bogoljubov coefficients relating these two bases are given by
αkl =< fk, gl > βkl =< f
∗
k , gl > (4)
where <,> is the Klein-Gordon inner product. The α and β coefficients obey
unitary relations
α2 − β2 = 1 αβ∗ − α∗β = 0 (5)
The propagatorsGf (x, x
′) =< Of |φ(x)φ(x
′)|Of > andGg(x, x
′) =< Og|φ(x)φ(x
′)|Og >
are singular at the coincidence point but their difference Gf − Gg is not. This is
a consequence of Hadamard’s theorem,6 which states that Green’s functions of Eq.
(1) always have the same singular part. Similarly, the difference of energy between
the f and g vacuum is finite and is given by
< Of |Tµν(x)|Of > − < Og|Tµν(x)|Og >= lim
x′→x
Tˆµν (Gf (x, x
′)−Gg(x, x
′)) (6)
where Tˆµν is a differential operator whose explicit form we do not need here. We
note for future use that the difference of energy (6) is a conserved quantity. This
is classicaly true and results here from the fact that Gf − Gg obeys (1) in both
variables and is non singular.7
The difference of the propagators can be expressed in terms of the g modes and
the Bogoljubov coefficients (i.e. in terms of the number of g particles present in the
f vacuum):
Gf (x, x
′)−Gg(x, x
′) =
∫
dldl′dk 2Re [βlkβ
∗
l′kg
∗
l (x)gl′ (x
′)− αlkβ
∗
l′kgl(x)gl′ (x
′)] (7)
where we have used the unitarity relations (6). Acting on (7) with Tˆµν and taking
the coincidence point limit yields an expression for the difference of energies as a
function of the Bogoljubov coefficients.
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3. Local Modes, Local Vacuum, Local Bogoljubov Coefficients and the
Renormalised Stress Tensor
We now turn to the problem at hand, namely the definition of the local quanta
and the local vacuum. To this end choose a specific point P in space time and
build Riemann normal coordinates yµ centred on P (i.e. the coordinate lines are
the geodesics passing through P). In these coordinates the metric is given by
gµν = ηµν +
1
3
Rµανβy
αyβ +O(R2) (8)
and the wave equation (1) takes the form
(
ηµν∂µ∂ν +m
2 + ξR++
1
3
Rναy
α∂ν −
1
3
R
µ ν
α βy
αyβ∂µ∂ν +O(R
2)
)
φ = 0 (9)
The local modes are the complete set of solutions of (9) that start off as Minkowsky
modes. They can be computed order by order in the curvature:
φlocal k =
eikµy
µ
√
(2pi)3k0
(
1 +
ξR
m2
−
i
3m2
Rναy
αkν −
i
3m2
R
µ ν
α βy
αyβkµkν +
+
4i
3m4
Rµ νσα y
αkµkνkσ +
8
3m8
Rµνσρkµkνkσkρ +O(R
2)
)
(10)
Having defined the local modes we proceed exactly as in the preceding section: the
states of interest are the local vacuum |Olocal(P) > and the physical state (taken
for simplicity to be a vacuum state |Oin > ).
The propagator in the local vacuum is
Glocal(y
µ, y′µ) =< Olocal(P)|φ(y
µ)φ(y′µ)|Olocal(P) >=
∫
d3k φlocal k(y
µ)φ∗local k(y
′µ)
(11)
Note that the local vacuum and the local propagator are parametrised by the space
time point P and will in general change as P changes.
The renormalised stress tensor is the difference of energy between the physical
state and the local vacuum
< Tµν(P) >ren= lim
yµ→0
y′µ→0
Tˆµν [ < Oin| φ(y
µ)φ(y′µ)|Oin > −
− < Olocal(P)|φ(y
µ)φ(y′µ)|Olocal(P) > ] (12)
Eq. (12) coincides with the usual expressions for < Tµν >ren found in the
literature. This can be readily seen by considering the function Glocal(y
µ, 0) given
by (11) with y′ = 0, which coincides with the adiabatic propagator defined by
Bunch and Parker8 (both functions are solutions of the same equation and are built
as a series in the curvature starting with the Minkowskian form, therefore they are
identical). Bunch and Parker’s8 proof of the equivalence of their renormalisation
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procedure and the renormalisation of the DeWitt-Schwinger effective action then
carries through unaltered.
As written above, the renormalised stress tensor (12) is not conserved. This
arises on taking the divergence of the right hand side of (12) from the space-time
dependence of the local vacuum |Olocal(P) >. This situation must be compared with
the difference in energy of two fixed states (6), which is conserved. A conserved
renormalised stress tensor may be recovered by adding to (12) a term depending
only on m2, ξ and the geometry at P (since the subtraction in (12) depends only
on these quantities).7 10 In the conformally coupled case this term, the anomaly,
depends only on the geometry at P and restores energy conservation at the expense
of conformal invariance, i.e. the stress tensor now has a trace.
Finally, Bogoljubov coefficients between the modes describing the physical state
and the local modes can be constructed and the renormalised stress tensor expressed
in terms of these coefficients, that is, in terms of the number of local particles present
in the physical state.
4. One Dimensional Case and Black Hole Evaporation
The above formalism has been applied 5 to the situation of a massless field in 1+ 1
dimensions. In that case the series for the local modes (11) may be summed in closed
form. After some manipulations the renormalised stress tensor can be expressed as
a sum over poles. This result has in turn been used in the effective one-dimensional
problem describing black hole evaporation.9 It then appears that in the part of the
stress tensor describing the outgoing flux the poles tend to their thermal value at
infinity but differ from it for finite distances, thereby illustrating how the Hawking
radiation builds up to its asymptotic value.
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